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The Value of Empty Boxes: An introduction by Jonathan Ashworth 
 

“He’s already thrown up in my bathroom and I still like him.  How worse could it get?” says Veronica, the 
protagonist of The Value of Empty Boxes.  Aaron Leventman writes with a light hand.  Everything 
illuminates the dual nature of contemporary romance.  The women are starkly honest and slightly 
desperate.   The man is financially smart and an emotional dolt.  Everything needs to be casually fluid yet 
get to the masculine and feminine bottom lines. Veronica likes her boyfriend’s humor enough to follow him 
to San Francisco for a real-estate deal.   “He’s not a curmudgeon,” she explains to her best friend, “He’s 
just… shy.”   Aaron’s dialogue is pitch-perfect, his situations often comic. The romance evolves but we see 
the boyfriend isn’t shy, he’s cagey.  Veronica eventually tires of this and says, “Sure you don’t need a 
babysitter rather than a girlfriend?” “Love is the answer,” says Woody Allen, “But while you’re waiting for 
the answer, sex raises some pretty good questions.”  Moving, like traveling, is a wonderful device for 
changing your perspective and triggering answers.  Here it acts as part emotional lubricant, part romantic 
brake.  Sex, of course, is an emotional glue, and the currency of 21st century romance, but by itself 
cannot solve the calculus of hearts.  What can is honesty and instinct, even if it is viciously truthful.  “Be a 
good animal,” writes D.H. Lawrence, “True to your animal instincts.”  Luckily, Veronica is true to hers. 


